Abstract-A digital identification filter interacts with an output reference model signal known as a black-box output system. The identification technique commonly needs the transition and gain matrixes. Both estimation cases are based on mean square criterion obtaining of the minimum output error as the best estimation filtering. The evolution system represents adaptive properties that the identification mechanism includes considering the fuzzy logic strategies affecting in probability sense the evolution identification filter. The fuzzy estimation filter allows in two forms describing the transition and the gain matrixes applying actions that affect the identification structure. Basically, the adaptive criterion conforming the inference mechanisms set, the Knowledge and Rule bases, selecting the optimal coefficients in distribution form. This paper describes the fuzzy strategies applied to the Kalman filter transition function, and gain matrixes. The simulation results were developed using Matlab © .
INTRODUCTION
The intelligent inference mechanisms are built and characterized with respect to dynamical system operation uncertainties bounded by a distribution function having different operational levels and needing correct answers in accordance to their dynamic changes. The adaptively is the condition needed in digital systems that interact with the real processes. The identification filter describes the natural evolution based on objective functions adjusting their parametres and gains giving the correct solution for a time interval. With this perspective, one of the best tools used to solve the filter identification is a recursive digital filter with the adaptive parametre and gain estimation giving a limited temporal answer integrated both in the identification frame. The problem observed in the Kalman filter is that it supposes known internal black box parametres and described the gain matrix. Unfortunately, the adaptability of it to natural reference system changes is lost. The unknown parametres and gain are characterized by inference mechanisms in accordance to different dynamical operation levels, corresponding to a fuzzy system description, with different rank operations [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] . The paper integrates the fuzzy model concepts as a intelligence system that describes with time restrictions the Kalman transition and gain adjusting the answers in a natural form to the reference process output answer [7] , [8] .
Digital fuzzy filter developed as parametre and gain estimations operating automatically into identification improving the identification filter performance changes. The operational fuzzy tools are the inference mechanisms selecting into the Knowledge Bases (KB) the best parametre and gain with respect to the Identification Error Density (IED). These results are applied to the conventional Kalman SISO filter permitting it to be transformed into an expert identification filter in spite of environmental changes suffer by the reference output system [9] .
II. FUZZY ESTIMATION FILTERING
A fuzzy estimation filtering operates in a close loop with: a) Transition function considering the fuzzy logic identification density error in adaptive parametre estimations and, b) The Kalman gain with respect to identification density error, c) The density identification error ranks with variable stages considering that the identification error variable through the time. Commonly the estimation filters do not use the operational level processes with time restrictions [3,] [10] satisfying the identification filter requirements. The adaptive inference mechanism regions are built as Identification density error functions [11] , being the first stage required in the fuzzy filter in accordance to a knowledge base membership function used in inference rules with adaptive boundaries. Fig. 1 in the diagram block scheme shows the process observing the transition function and gain described as parametres filter estimation ) ( k a and ) (k K affecting directly the identification Kalman answer ) ( k y based on the desired signal ) (k y (output reference process), generating the identification error ) (k e and also affecting the estimation and gain processes. The estimation filtering process dynamically adjusts its parameters in accordance to the membership value selected from the Knowledge Bases appropriates values that allow that the Kalman output signal converges to reference [12] . The estimation fuzzy filter in agreement with [4] , [13] have the following elements: The membership functions metrics are dynamically www.ijacsa.thesai.org adjustable considering the distribution identification error ) (k e , using the logical connector if.
Inference mechanism:
The expert actions select the parametre and gain in accordance to objective functions into specific membership from the Knowledge Bases respectively using the logical connector then selecting the section in where the parametre and gain adequate adjust the identification filter [8] .
Output inference:
This is the result the estimation fuzzy filter emits to be used into the Kalman identification filter in accordance with the reference signal process. 
III. FUZZY ESTIMATION AND KALMAN FILTERING PROPERTIES
A fuzzy estimation adjoins into Kalman filter considers the stochastic digital filter properties and the distribution functional error classified in intervals and associated with intelligence decisions affecting the identification filter [3] . Fig.  2 shows the filter architecture integrating the fuzzy estimation scheme. Rule base: The new information arriving at the estimation filter in accordance to the reference signal changes describing the operational levels [8] . The fuzzy rules base has a set of logical connectors (if-then) classifying the reference process conditions in levels, selecting in probability sense the best membership value from the Knowledge Bases in order to update these into the identification filter. This mechanism is limited by the error filter criteria, which previously had all the possible parametre and gain values as a membership function in the Knowledge Bases, in accordance with the reference model interaction [4] . The fuzzy mechanism has the following description [9] :
Inference mechanisms use if connector, in order to find the reference model operational levels considering the identification error value in accordance to fuzzy mechanism assigning the membership function then connector. This membership value selects from the Knowledge Bases the parametre an gain values affecting the identification filter   k y  . The fuzzy filter estimation uses second probability moment recursively (1) considering that the identification error has stationary conditions and it is bounded in levels [4] .
The fuzzy mechanisms make the minimization error described as min J , having the best neighborhood value to the desired signal   k y . The error must be near to  within the interval limit [0, 1). The filter membership function answer levels have an affinity between the minimum and maximum intervals limiting the operation description inside the filter distribution function [2] , [12] . Fig. 3 , shows the filter representation criterion describing its convergence.
Figure3. Filter convergence functional error (1). Fig. 3 shown the dynamical error minimization based on the stochastic gradient criterion classified in error levels and in fuzzy stages having the best neighborhood desired values (parametre and gain), in order to update the new conditions required into identification scheme [11] .
A. Parametre and gain selection
The membership function selects the parametre 
As an example, the membership functions set into the parametre Knowledge Base is bounded by the error criterion [8] , [9] . Fig. 4, shows Fig . 4 shown the parametre selection into operational levels (2) based on changes into the filter input-output conditions [7] .
 The parametre and gain selections goal using fuzzy logic strategies [12] , 
in accordance with the reference model [4] . 
IV. RESULTS
Identification technique considers the fuzzy filter estimation describing the known internal black-box parametre and the identification gain (see Fig. 2 ). Reference model considered an Autoregressive Mobil Average (ARMA) model interacting with fuzzy filter. The discrete SISO states space system as reference model is shown in (4) and (5).
The filter output is described in (5) as ARMA (1, 1) model: In accordance with the reference model operation, the adaptive fuzzy process stage uses the inference mechanisms, selecting the dynamically the parametre value in agreement to (5) . Fuzzy inference with respect to the error levels limit the rules set. Fig. 7 shows the error classification in order to select the best answer. The distribution functions of reference output model and its identification converge in distribution sense viewed in Fig.  9 . The identification filter answer describes the reference signal observing in Fig. 9 , that in distribution; second converge to the desired answer, selecting into the knowledge base the best parameter, without permits that the filter response breaks the border. 
